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A B S T R A C T

Monoclonal antibody (mAb) delivery is gaining importance for local, systemic, and route-specific targeting. The
mucus constitutes the main barrier for this type of delivery. In the present study, we aimed to develop a drug
delivery platform by integrating mucus penetrating and mucoadhesive agents into a single system. Our hy-
pothesis is that by combining these opposing functions, this system could have its properties modulated ac-
cording to specific purposes. Self-assembly studies were conducted using three classes of building blocks: the
protein drug bevacizumab (BVZ), mucus-penetrating polyanion dextran sulfate (DS), mucoadhesive polycations
trimethylchitosan (TMC) and chitosan oligosaccharides (COS). We obtained two types of nanoparticles by ma-
nipulating supramolecular interactions between the components. Binary protein-polyanion (BVZ/DS) nano-
particles showed size of approximately 150 nm and a negative zeta potential. Ternary protein-polyanion-poly-
cation (BVZ/DS/COS) nanoparticles were obtained using COS and exhibited 350 nm and a positive zeta
potential. Assisted by calorimetric information, we demonstrated that building stable ternary nanoparticles
carrying positive charges were not possible using the polycation TMC due to its thermodynamic constraints.
Furthermore, spectroscopy analysis and CAM assay indicated that BVZ continued structurally and functionally
stable after its incorporation into the nanoparticles. These two types of nanoparticles exhibited different be-
haviors when interacting with mucin, as shown by DLS and AFM studies. While the negatively charged particles
promoted dispersion of the mucin network, suggesting a mucus penetrating effect of DS, the positively charged
particles formed aggregates, probably caused by the mucoadhesive effect of COS. These results highlight the
importance of understanding the role of supramolecular interactions, responsible for forming drug delivery
systems containing complex molecules, such as proteins and polymers.

1. Introduction

Drug therapy using monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) promises to
boost the pharmaceutical market in coming years [1,2]. These bioma-
cromolecules exhibit a broad therapeutic capacity for treating several
types of highly complex diseases. Currently, mAb therapies have been
used to treat autoimmune diseases, rheumatoid arthritis, Chron’s dis-
ease, as well as several types of cancers [3–6]. Although injectable
administration (i.e. intravenous and subcutaneous) is the most common
way to deliver the mAbs, there is an increasing effort on the part of

scientists, who study drug delivery, to establish alternative routes of
administration attempting to bypass particular problems associated to
parenteral routes. Pulmonary and nasal routes, for example, have been
investigated with this purpose [7–10]. However, although these are
non-invasive routes, both contain mucus, a barrier which hinders the
delivery of high molecular weight drugs.

Bevacizumab (BVZ) is a mAb that exhibits anti-angiogenic activity
by blocking the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF-A), which is
the main factor responsible for blood vessel development [11]. Re-
cently, BVZ mucosal delivery for local therapy in the eye and nose has
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been investigated for treating macular degeneration and hereditary
hemorrhagic telangiectasia, respectively [12–14]. Furthermore, BVZ
mucosal delivery should be explored in other sites of action, such as
systemic activity and specific routes (i.e. nose-to-brain or pulmonary).
Since mucus is the common denominator in these cases, the rational
design of a delivery system should properly select building blocks and
envision alternatives to modulate system properties that interact with
mucus or that enable transportation through the mucus. In this context,
mucoadhesion and mucopenetration have been investigated as two
opposite approaches for delivering nanoparticulate systems through
mucosal routes [15,16]. However, recent findings suggest that in-
tegrated strategies are better suited to establish more control over the
interaction site and mucus clearance function [17–19].

Supramolecular interactions are non-covalent forces responsible for
forming nanostructured systems and biointerfacial interactions upon
administration [20]. For example, structure, properties, and dynamics
of polyelectrolyte complexation, as well as mucus (as represented by
mucin-mucin interactions), and mucus/carrier interfaces, are all de-
pendent on the action of non-covalent forces throughout all scales of
analysis [21–23]. Therefore, understanding and correctly manipulating
those interactions might be key to achieving a rational design for mu-
cosal drug delivery systems. Herein, this approach was explored to
develop polymeric nanoparticles for BVZ mucosal delivery.

Like other biomacromolecules, BVZ has a series of limitations re-
garding formulation development. Their physical instability may be
associated with two major pathways—denaturation or aggregation,
since they might denature or aggregate under a variety of conditions,
such as temperature change, shear, processing steps, protein con-
centration change, viscosity, ionic strength and pH. Thus, these factors
should be considered for develop drug delivery systems [24]. Therefore,
the study of BVZ/carrier interactions is mandatory to maintain the
tridimensional integrity of the drug.

Mucoadhesion is a complex phenomenon which occurs when sev-
eral different mechanisms are combined. Generally, different materials
and systems are able to establish supramolecular interactions with
mucosal components, such as mucin chains, because of the presence of
reactive functional groups at the polymer chains, which facilitate ad-
hesion to the mucus. On the other hand, to design mucus penetrating
systems, the opposite logic must be used in order to open paths, facil-
itating system permeation [19,25–27].

Some studies have reported that the polyanion dextran sulfate (DS),
and the polycations trimethylchitosan (TMC) and chitosan oli-
gossacharides (COS) have mucus penetranting and mucoadhesive
properties, respectively [28–31]. Since the BVZ protein is positively
charged under its pI∼ 8.3, we hypothesized that a drug delivery system
could be engineered by manipulating the electrostatic interactions
among these three classes of building blocks. The key idea was to

produce a platform whose penetrating/adhesive properties might be
altered by adding/removing the proper building block. In the present
study, we demonstrated that the manipulation of supramolecular in-
teractions is pivotal during the decision-making steps of nanoparticle
development, aimed at unifying mucus penetrating and mucoadhesive
strategies in a single drug delivery platform.

With this purpose in mind, we first studied the assembly of building
blocks (DS, TMC, COS and BVZ), which exhibit different charges at the
working pH value (6.2), for system development; thereafter, BVZ
structural features in nanoparticles were evaluated to ensure the drug
performance. Interaction behavior between mucin and developed na-
noparticulate systems were assessed using DLS and AFM techniques.
Lastly, the CAM model was used to measure the anti-angiogenic effects
of developed nanoparticles.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and stock solutions

Dextran sulfate (DS, Mw=500 kDa) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Brazil), while Avastin® (Bevacizumab injection 25mg/mL,
Roche Pharma Ltd., Switzerland) was purchased from Genentech
(USA). The quaternized chitosan, trimethylchitosan (TMC), was ob-
tained through the methylation reaction with dimethyl sulfate [32].
The final product was characterized, and the determined molecular
weight was 117 kDa. Chitosan oligosaccharides (COS, Mw=5 kDa)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Brazil). Stock solutions of DS
(2mgmL−1), BVZ (2.5mgmL−1), TMC (1.2mgmL−1), and COS
(1.2mgmL−1) were prepared by solubilizing polyanion, polycation,
and protein in a suitable amount of Milli-Q water or Phosphate-buffered
saline PBS (5mM, pH 6.2). Chemical structures of the used excipients
can be seen in Fig. 1.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Preparation of binary protein-polyanion nanoparticles
The formation of BVZ/DS nanoparticles occurs by simply mixing the

polyanion solution with the protein solution in microcentrifuge plastic
tubes. Assembly of the particles are driven by electrostatic interactions
between the components and, therefore, are subject to physical-che-
mical factors of the building blocks in solution. We investigated the
concentration of the polyanion DS and the theoretical solids content on
the colloidal system properties, such as size, polydispersity (PDI), zeta
potential, and association efficiency. The influence of the polyanion
concentration was evaluated by measuring different solutions, in which
the concentration of BVZ was set at 0.5mgmL−1 and increasing con-
centrations of DS (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 1.0 mgmL−1) were added.

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of excipients used to prepare polymeric nanoparticles.
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The influence of theoretical solids content in the complexation process
was evaluated by measuring the different final component concentra-
tions (sum of polyanion and protein mass), while maintaining a fixed
mass ratio between components.

2.2.2. Preparation of ternary protein-polyanion-polycation nanoparticles
This study consisted of adding increasing concentrations of the

polycationic agent (TMC or COS at 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6mgmL−1) into
previously selected BVZ/DS binary nanoparticles. Herein, our goal was
to acquire ternary nanoparticle systems with residual positive charge.
Association Efficiency (AE%) results were used to select the best poly-
cation for producing ternary nanoparticles. After defining the best
polycation, we evaluated the influence of theoretical solids content
(sum of polyanion, polycation and protein mass) on the size, PDI and
zeta potential of nanoparticles, maintaining a fixed mass ratio between
the components.

2.2.3. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential (ζ)
DLS and Zeta potential measurements (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern

Instruments) were conducted to monitor the self-assembly of nano-
particles in terms of size, polydispersity index (PDI), and Zeta potential.
All measurements were conducted in triplicate at a temperature of
25 ± 2 °C. In addition, reported diameter should be understood as an
average of the hydrodynamic diameter (Z-average) and is determined
by the Stokes-Einstein relation (Eq. (1)). Zeta potentials were de-
termined by electrophoretic mobility (μ) measurements using the
Smoluchowski equation (Eq. (2)).

=Dh KT
πηD3 (1)

In which Dh is the hydrodynamic diameter, K is Boltzman's con-
stant, T is the absolute temperature, η is viscosity and D is the diffusion
coefficient.

=ζ
μη
ε (2)

In which ζ is the zeta potential, μ is the electrophoretic mobility, η is
the viscosity of the medium and ε is the dielectric constant.

2.2.4. Association efficiency (AE%)
Association Efficiency was measured by using the bicinchoninic acid

method (Thermo Scientific Pierce BCA Protein Assay). After particle
formation, a portion of the formulation was removed and centrifuged
(Thermo Scientific) at 15,000 rpm, for 1 h. The supernatant was then
assayed for protein concentration. This colorimetric method detects the
total amount of protein present in the alkaline medium, which is cap-
able of reducing Cu2+ to Cu1+ and results in a purple coloration. The
assay was performed in triplicate for each batch. The association effi-
ciency (AE%) of BVZ to binary and ternary nanoparticles was de-
termined by Eq. (3) through a previously validated analytical standard
curve using BVZ stock solution (1mgmL−1).

=
−

AE
Total mass of BVZ added Total mass of BVZ in the supernatant

Total mass of BVZ added
(%)

(3)

2.2.5. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
ITC experiments were performed in an iTC200 device (GE

Healthcare Life Sciences). The polyelectrolytes DS, TMC, and COS and
the BVZ protein were extensively dialyzed (24 h) against the PBS buffer
5.1 mM pH 6.2. The samples were centrifuged to remove any particu-
late material. The titrations were performed by filling the ITC cell with
the DS solution (0.0002mM) and the syringe with the polycation so-
lutions COS (0.2 mM), TMC (0.008mM) or protein BVZ (0.05 mM), at
20 °C, 25 °C and 35 °C. Blank titrations were performed by applying the
polycation or protein solution into the cell filled with buffer. Data

analysis was conducted on the Origin 7.0 MicroCal iTC200 software.
The isotherm was established based on the integration of the obtained
peaks by plotting the resulting heat values from each injection against
the molar ratio of the samples. In addition, dilution heat was subtracted
from the data considering the last points of the ITC experiments, where
no significant heat changes were observed. The thermodynamic para-
meters were determined using the one set of sites model that adjusts the
curve by nonlinear regression (method of least squares). The thermo-
dynamic relationships considered for this experiment are described in
Eqs. (4)–(6).

=Kd
Ka
1

(4)

= − =G RT Ka RT KdΔ ln ln (5)

= −G H T SΔ Δ Δ (6)

In which, Kd is the dissociation constant of the system, Ka is the
association constant, ΔG is the Gibbs free energy change, ΔS is the
entropy change, ΔH is the enthalpy change, R is the gas constant and T
is the absolute temperature.

2.2.6. Differential scanning microcalorimetry (Nano-DSC)
Microcalorimetric scannings were conducted on a Nano-DSC (TA

Instruments) at a heating rate equal to 1 °Cmin−1 and scan range from
0 to 100 °C. The curves represent the thermal profile of pure BVZ and
BVZ loaded in binary and ternary nanoparticles. The buffer used in the
preparation of all samples was PBS 5.1 mM pH 6.2. The baseline cor-
rection was performed by subtracting the thermogram obtained from
the excipient under identical conditions. The thermograms were then
treated using the NanoAnalyze software to obtain the thermodynamic
parameters related to the protein unfolding process.

2.2.7. Investigation of BVZ integrity into developed systems
2.2.7.1. Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD). CD measurements were
obtained on a J-815 spectropolarimeter (Jasco Inc.). Evaluation of
protein-polyanion interactions was conducted by setting the BVZ
concentration at 0.5 mgmL−1 and using increasing concentrations of
DS. Analysis of pure BVZ at the same concentration was also performed
as control. The buffer solution used in the preparation of all samples
was PBS 5.1 mM pH 6.2. All acquired spectra had an average of 30
cumulative scans and the buffer spectrum was subtracted from each
sample by treatment with the Origin software. The values obtained
were normalized to residual molar ellipticity ([θ]) described by Eq. (7)

=
× ×

× ×
θ θ MW

c l n
[ ] ( 100 )

( ) (7)

In which, θ is the ellipticity in degrees, MW is the molecular weight
of the protein (g mol−1), c is the protein concentration (mgmL−1), l is
the optical path (cm), and n is the number of amino acid residues. The
secondary structure content of the samples containing BVZ was esti-
mated by the CDNN Deconvolution program [33].

2.2.7.2. Fluorescence spectroscopy. Fluorescence measurements were
performed in an F-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi).
The spectra were obtained by excitation at 280 nm and fluorescence
emissions was obtained from 300 nm to 420 nm. Evaluation of protein-
polyanion interaction was performed by setting the BVZ concentration
at 0.5mgmL−1 and using increasing concentrations of DS. A curve
containing only BVZ at the same concentration was also obtained to be
used as control. The buffer used in the preparation of all samples was
PBS 5.1mM pH 6.2. The intrinsic fluorescence emissions data were
analyzed using the wavelength of maximum emission (λmax) and
spectral center of mass (〈λ〉) described by Eq. (8).

〈 〉 =
∑

∑
λ

Fiλi
Fi (8)
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2.2.8. CAM assay
Chicken eggs obtained from a local producer (A’doro, São Carlos/

SP, Brazil) were used for the experiments. On the first day of embryo
development (ED), eggs were wiped using 70% alcohol tissue before
being placed in an incubator at 37 °C. During ED1 and ED2, the eggs
were kept under constant slow rotation – half cycle every 30min. On
ED3, a small hole in the shell was punctured using tweezers and 3–4mL
of albumin was removed with a syringe and the rotation was inter-
rupted. A window of 2 cm2 was opened on the same day and sealed with
adhesive tape when they returned to the incubator. Six experimental
groups (n= 3) were tested: PBS 5.1 mM pH 6.2 was used as negative
control, BVZ (Commercial Avastin, Genentech/Roche, USA) was used
as positive control, and DS polymer, DS/COS (nanoparticles without
protein), BVZ/DS nanoparticles, and BVZ/DS/COS nanoparticles com-
posed the experimental groups. From ED8 to ED11, 200 µL of solution
for each group was placed in the CAM. A Teflon® ring with a fixed area
(0.95 cm2) was used to contain the solution in the same place. CAM
implant pictures were taken over time using a USB Digital Microscope®
(AVANTGARDE, China) to observe daily vascular changes. A semi-
quantitative analysis was performed using the MATLAB® (The
MathWorks, USA) algorithm. The green channel of the images was used
to enable automatic detection of the vessels because the blood absorbs
light in the 500–600 nm spectral region. A convolution of the 8-bit
green channel matrix was performed with a disk mask and the radius
was adjusted for the best result. This process generates a binary image
where the black pixels correspond to the vessels. For each image, the
ratio between the area with vessels and total area was calculated. This
value was obtained for each image over time and was normalized using
the values found on the first day. All procedures were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Sao Carlos Institute
of Physics (protocol number 08/2016).

2.2.9. Nanoparticles-mucin interactions
The interaction behavior between mucin and nanoparticulate sys-

tems was evaluated by studying the association of BVZ/DS and BVZ/
DS/COS nanoparticles with the mucin solution using DLS and AFM
techniques.

2.2.9.1. Mucin-Particle method using dynamic light scattering
(DLS). Stock solution of mucin (MUC) 0.5mgmL−1 was prepared by
dispersing Mucin Type II crude porcine stomach (Sigma), which was
then filtered through a 0.45 µm membrane. Nanoparticles were added
to the mucin dispersion in different concentrations (0–50%), mixed and
maintained for 30min at room temperature. All measurements were
performed in triplicate and the results are reported as mean and
standard deviation.

2.2.9.2. Atomic force microscopy characterization (AFM). Nanoparticles,
mucin dispersion, and mucin combined with nanoparticles were diluted
in Milli-Q water to a solids content concentration of 2–5 µgmL−1. A
portion of the samples (2 µL) were immediately spread on a pre-cleaved
mica surface and maintained in a desiccator (25° C) for at least 1 h. AFM
images on “Tapping Mode” were obtained in an atomic force
microscope (AFM Dimension V, Veeco) using a conventional
cantilever 0.06 N/m.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Polyanion concentration and theoretical solids contents affect colloidal
properties of binary BVZ/DS nanoparticles

Properties of colloidal systems are greatly affected by supramole-
cular forces [34]. To overcome the drawbacks caused by pH manip-
ulation, we decided to maintain the pH level at 6.2, same as the com-
mercial BVZ formulation. As of this starting point, we faced challenges
to maintain the BVZ structure, essential for drug performance, and the
building blocks assembly, which exhibit different charges at the
working pH value. Association of the stock solution BVZ protein and
polyanion DS produced BVZ/DS particulate systems. Notably, DS is a
sulfated polysaccharide with a high density of negative charges (∼2.3
sulfate groups per glucosidic unit, as reported by the manufacturer) at
pH 6.2, while BVZ (pI= 8.3) carries positive residual charges in the
same conditions.

The colloidal properties of BVZ/DS binary nanoparticles depended
on the polyanion concentration (Fig. 2). Particle size decreased as DS
concentration was increased to 0.4 mgmL−1, resulting in a mass ratio
of 1.25:1 (protein:polyanion). Next, nanoparticle size started to in-
crease again. PdI values ranging between 0.4 and 0.5 exhibited a
polydisperse system, with the highest values being directly attributed to
higher polyanion concentrations. Particulate systems formed by elec-
trostatic interactions, such as polyplexes and lipoplexes, are well de-
scribed in literature, and commonly exhibit high polydispersity indexes,
most likely due to the complex nature of the electrostatic interactions
between these macromolecules [35,36].

Zeta potential (ZP) and BVZ association efficiency (AE%) to binary
nanoparticles decreased as the polyanion concentration was increased.
This result might be explained by the higher adsorption of DS on the
surface of the particles. Furthermore, the decrease in AE% appears to be
more closely related to the supramolecular interactions mechanisms
which occur between polyanions and proteins. The DS conformation in
solution depends on concentration, and its hydrodynamic radius de-
creases significantly as concentration increases, adopting a more com-
pact form [37]. Since the interactions between BVZ and DS are ori-
ginally driven by electrostatic interactions, we suggest using a compact
form of DS, which has less available negative charges to interact with
BVZ, therefore, leading to AE% reduction.

The evaluation of the binary colloidal system properties in relation
to DS concentration led us to select a formulation comprising a pro-
tein:polyanion weight ratio of 1.25:1 for subsequent studies
([DS]=0.4mgmL−1). Then, maintaining this proportion, we eval-
uated how such properties behave in regard to the theoretical solids
content, defined as the sum of protein and polyanion mass used to
prepare 2mL of nanoparticle dispersion (Fig. 3). Size and PDI increased
with the increase of total mass used, which is probably due to greater
occurrence of supramolecular interactions between the components,
since a greater number of molecules are confined in the same volume.
Furthermore, decrease in ZP suggests that more DS molecules may be
attached to the particle surface. AE% increased significantly when
comparing the 0.45mg samples with the 0.9 mg and 1.8mg samples.
However, analyzing the highest values of solids content, no significant
difference was found. Thus, our results suggest that these interactions
reach a saturation limit, which depends on the degree of molecular
confinement.

Fig. 2. Influence of polyanion dextran (DS) concentration on the colloidal
properties of BVZ/DS nanoparticles: size, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta po-
tential (ZP) and association efficiency (AE%).
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3.2. BVZ remains folded when in association with binary DS nanoparticles

Structural integrity is mandatory to preserve BVZ biological ac-
tivity. Therefore, spectroscopic studies were performed to access the
secondary and tertiary structure of BVZ in BVZ/DS binary nano-
particles. The CD spectrum of BVZ showed secondary structural ele-
ments, mostly characterized by β-sheet conformations (Fig. 4A), and a
few differences between the pure protein and BVZ/DS formulations
spectra were observed. The spectra deconvolution and secondary
structure prediction (Table 1) revealed a β-sheet percentage of around
40%, which is typical for monoclonal antibodies [38,39]. Interestingly,
a small positive CD signal at 230 nm, which is related to tertiary
structure, was also observed in all conditions, indicating that this BVZ
structure level was preserved in the presence of DS [40].

The tertiary structure of BVZ was investigated using intrinsic
fluorescence properties of the tryptophan residues, which are numerous
(26 residues) in the BVZ molecule. Fig. 4B shows the intrinsic fluores-
cence spectrum of BVZ compared with BVZ incorporated into binary
nanoparticles, and Table 1 shows the values of λmax and 〈λ〉. BVZ ex-
hibited λmax at 333 nm and 〈λ〉 at 345 nm. BVZ/DS nanoparticles dis-
played clear suppression in fluorescence intensity and a small red-shift
(∼2 nm), suggesting that the electrostatic interaction might partially
expose some tryptophan groups to the aqueous media and/or suppress
the fluorescence emission of buried tryptophan residues. This increases
the contribution of partially exposed tryptophan residues to the final
spectrum. The fluorescence absorption spectrum is the average con-
tribution of all tryptophan residues distributed throughout the protein
and, since this amino acid is highly present in BVZ, it is impossible to
know exactly which one has changed in its environment. Furthermore,
despite the changes in the spectra, the averaged tryptophan environ-
ment remains the same as observed in the inset normalized graphs.

In summary, spectroscopic data of CD and fluorescence ensures that
BVZ maintained the three-dimensional structure even after being in-
corporated into binary BVZ/DS nanoparticles. In some formulations,

slight changes in the secondary structural elements and in the tertiary
structure were observed. However, the implications of these changes on
the functionality of the protein are unknown and should be further
investigated through biological assays.

3.3. Polycations TMC and COS compete with bevacizumab for DS
association to produce ternary nanoparticles

The systems produced here are built and stabilized by supramole-
cular forces, of which the majority are of electrostatic nature. Thus,
forming ternary particles composed of two molecular entities with the
same charge becomes challenging, since they may compete among
themselves. Therefore, in order to produce stabilized protein-poly-
anion-polycation systems, we studied two different types of poly-
cationic agents during the development. Our previous studies regarding
colloidal properties of binary BVZ/DS nanoparticles, and structural

Fig. 3. Influence of solids content on colloidal properties of BVZ/DS nano-
particles: size, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta Potential (ZP) and association
efficiency (AE%). Different letters demonstrate statistically significant differ-
ences (*p < 0.05).

Fig. 4. Spectroscopic analysis of BVZ and BVZ/DS nanoparticles in PBS 5.1 mM
pH 6.2. (A) Circular dichroism spectra and (B) Fluorescence spectra of BVZ/DS
systems were obtained as concentrations of polyanion increased.

Table 1
Structural parameters of BVZ incorporated in different binary nanoparticles
containing increased DS concentrations.

Technique Property Formulations

BVZ DS 0.2 DS 0.5 DS 1.0

CD α-helix (%) 5 5 6 6
β-sheet (%) 47 47 46 45
β-turn (%) 17 17 17 17
Random 35 35 35 35

Fluorescence λmax (nm) 333 335 335 335
〈λ〉 (nm) 345 347 347 347
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properties of BVZ embedded in these systems, enabled us to select the
formulation to produce ternary systems. The chosen BVZ/DS formula-
tion (BVZ=0.25mgmL−1, DS=0.2mgmL−1) exhibited the fol-
lowing properties: size of 151.2 ± 1.4 nm, PDI 0.293,
ζ=−42.1 ± 0.6mV, and AE=38.6 ± 1.22%.

TMC and COS behave differently when interacting with BVZ/DS
nanoparticles (Fig. 5). At the lowest tested concentration, TMC reduced
AE% when compared to binary nanoparticles. From 0.1 to
0.2 mgmL−1, both TMC and COS promoted an increase in AE% with
increased polycation concentration. Furthermore, systems synthesized
with COS demonstrated accentuated AE% compared to those synthe-
sized with TMC. For the highest evaluated concentrations, 0.4 and
0.6 mgmL−1, there was a drop off of BVZ AE% for both polycations,
which can be explained by the competition with BVZ for the DS in-
teraction sites. This competitive effect is more pronounced for TMC and
can be unable to associate with BVZ when the polycation is at a con-
centration of 0.6mgmL−1. In these conditions, the nanoparticles are, in
fact, binary TMC/DS, and BVZ emerges in the dispersion medium. For
COS in the range of 0.4–0.6mgmL−1, AE% reaches 73%. The different
interaction profile between COS and TMC may be attributed to mole-
cular weight and carried charge density. TMC is a trimethylated chit-
osan with high molecular weight and is known for having high density
of fixed positive charges. On the other hand, COS is a fragmented
chitosan oligosaccharide which exhibits low molecular weight and
charge density values.

3.4. Interaction energy explains the different behaviors exhibited by TMC
and COS when forming ternary systems

Isothermal titration calorimetry derives thermodynamic in-
formation in order to elucidate the type of interaction that occurred
at the molecular level. This technique is quite commonly explored in
the area of molecular biophysics and it has recently been applied in
the science of drug delivery systems, aiming to rationally design
formulation development [41]. Here, supramolecular the interac-
tions between the BVZ - DS, TMC – DS, and COS - DS pairs were
studied in order to further substantiate the obtained results of AE%
as a function of the polycation types and concentrations. Thus, these
experiments were conducted in an attempt to understand why the
two types of chitosan (TMC and COS) act so differently when forming
ternary nanoparticles.

ITC results of all interacting pairs suggested the occurrence of a
single interaction and therefore the data were fit to the model of “one
set of identical binding sites” (Fig. 6). Titrations showed negative peaks,
indicating an exothermic interaction process. The extracted

thermodynamic parameters are shown in the Table 2. Stoichiometry
(n), the number of titrant molecules that bind to the one target mole-
cule, was significantly different between the three pairs studied. COS-
DS showed the highest stoichiometry at all studied temperatures. COS
molecular weight is approximately 23 times lower than that of TMC,
which explains that more molecules are necessary for saturation of DS
binding sites. Additionally, the COS-DS pair showed significant pro-
gressive reduction of n as temperature increased. This behavior was not
observed for BVZ-DS and TMC-DS pairs, suggesting that the COS-DS
interaction is temperature-dependent, which is possibly due to con-
formational changes.

The TMC - DS interaction showed the highest affinity constant (Ka),
in the order of 108M−1. For BVZ – DS and COS – DS pairs Ka was in the
order of 107M−1. Ka values suggest that both molecular weight and
positive charge density of polycations are key factors that affect the
interaction. The reduced values of the apparent Gibbs free energy
change of all pairs studied characterized the spontaneity of the nano-
particle formation. TMC-DS showed larger negative values of free en-
ergy than the other pairs, exhibiting a more spontaneous assembly.
Furthermore, enthalpy and entropy analyses showed that these inter-
actions are guided by a favorable enthalpy factor, largely negative, for
all studied pairs. Since entropy was negative, which represents a non-
spontaneous system organization, the enthalpy factor was determined
as the main contributor in the interaction and nanoparticle formation.
All these thermodynamic data recap the same pattern observed in BVZ
AE% studies. Thus, TMC has a higher affinity with DS and is able to
displace BVZ from its association with DS.

3.5. Polycation concentration and theoretical solids content affect colloidal
properties of ternary BVZ/ DS/ COS nanoparticles

Our previous studies on the use of different polycations to form
binary nanoparticles enabled us to select COS as the best polycation for
producing ternary nanoparticles, since it ensured high rates of AE% to
the system. Thus, BVZ/DS/COS nanoparticles followed the same study
methods as BVZ/DS nanoparticles. Initially, we investigated the beha-
vior of colloidal properties according to different COS concentrations.
Subsequently, the best protein: polyanion: polycation mass ratio was
investigated against different solids content.

The colloidal properties of BVZ/DS/COS ternary nanoparticles were
dependent on the polycation concentration (Fig. 7). The size of the
particles gradually increased as COS increased, which is a result of
higher association of the polycation with the system. PdI also increases
progressively, starting at a low polydispersity (PdI∼ 0.2) and rising to
a high level of polydispersity (PdI > 0.4). Finally, ZP followed the
same trend: values increased as COS concentration increased. Initially,
in negative to low COS concentrations, ZP reached positive values
(> 40mV) at 0.4 and 0.6 mgmL−1 of COS. These conditions reflect a
situation where the polycation concentration is two times greater than
the DS concentration, 0.2 mgmL−1.

The evaluation of colloidal properties of the ternary nanoparticles
as function of the COS concentration indicated that 1.25:1:2 (pro-
tein: polyanion: polycation) was the best mass ratio formulation for
producing ternary systems. Then, we evaluated how such properties
behave as a function of solids content, defined in this case as the sum
of the protein, polyanion, and polycation mass used to prepare 2 mL
of ternary nanoparticles (Fig. 8). Size and PdI increased as solids
content increased. Similar to the produced binary systems, a greater
number of molecules were confined to the same volume and this
could have intensified the supramolecular interactions. Increased ZP
indicates that a higher degree of confinement promoted greater COS
association for producing ternary systems. The BVZ AE% was sig-
nificantly higher in samples with solids content of 1.7 mg, compared
to 0.85 and 3.4 mg.

As a result, in order to proceed with BVZ structural characterization
and biological assessments, the best BVZ/DS/COS formulation was set

Fig. 5. Influence of polycationic agents on association of BVZ to polyanion DS
(mean ± SD, n= 3). Capital letters compare TMC with COS in the same
concentration. Lowercase letters compare the same polycationic agent in dif-
ferent concentrations. For reference: AE% in binary nanoparticles= 38.6%.
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according to colloidal properties and AE%. The BVZ/DS/COS for-
mulation chosen (BVZ=0.25mgmL−1 DS=0.2mgmL−1 and
COS=0.4mgmL−1) exhibited the following characteristics: size
346 ± 2 nm, PDI 0.334, ζ=+40.0 ± 0.50mV and AE=73 ± 2%.

3.6. BVZ exhibits different structural and thermal profiles in binary and
ternary nanoparticles

After defining the binary BVZ/DS and ternary BVZ/DS/COS nano-
particle compositions, we performed a biophysical characterization of

Fig. 6. ITC experimental data (upper graphs) and heat of injection (lower graphs) obtained by integration of the heat flow peaks as a function of protein-polyanion
and polycation-polyanion molar ratio. Data were acquired in three different temperatures: 20, 25 e 35 °C. In all set of experiments, the protein BVZ (0.05mM) and
polycations TMC (0.008mM) and COS (0.2mM) were injected into a cell containing the polyanion DS (0.0002mM).
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BVZ when associated to each of these systems, while free BVZ was used
as control. The CD spectra of free BVZ and BVZ associated to binary and
ternary nanoparticles are virtually identical (Fig. 9A). When analyzing
the secondary structure elements (Table 3), no changes were observed
in the percentage of β sheet-structure on BVZ incorporated into both
types of particles. These results indicated that secondary and tertiary
BVZ structures (evaluated by positive band at 230 nm) are preserved in

both formulations.
Intrinsic fluorescence spectra of tryptophan indicated progressive

suppression of fluorescence in the following order: BVZ - BVZ/DS -
BVZ/DS/COS, which is related to environmental changes in amino
acids (Fig. 9B). However, normalized inset graph demonstrated that the
mean environment of tryptophans remains the same. From the analysis
of λmax and 〈λ〉, presented in Table 3, we noticed a red shift (∼2 nm) in
BVZ embedded in BVZ/DS nanoparticles, which may be related to
tryptophan exposure. However, this observation was not noticed in
BVZ/DS/COS nanoparticles, suggesting that adding the polycation in-
duces the protein to return to its original conformation.

To deepen our understanding about BVZ structural features asso-
ciated with binary and ternary nanoparticles, we conducted differential
scanning microcalorimetry (Nano DSC). This highly sensitive technique
characterizes the protein denaturing processes as well as the disruptions
of interactions that maintain the integrity of nanostructured systems. In

Table 2
Temperature dependence of the thermodynamic parameters of protein-polyanion and polycation-polyanion binding determined by ITC.

Sistema T (°C) n Ka (M−1× 10−6) ΔH (Jmol−1× 105) ΔS (J mol−1 deg−1× 103) ΔG (Jmol−1× 105)

BVZ-DS 20 22 44 ± 5 −4.3 ± 0.03 −1.3 −3.4
25 25 18 ± 2 −4.4 ± 0.04 −1.3 −3.4
35 24 17 ± 1 −4.4 ± 0.03 −1.3 −3.5

TMC-DS 20 4 810 ± 90 −31 ± 0.14 −1.0 −24
25 4 1000 ± 100 −32 ± 0.16 −1.1 −24
35 3 1500 ± 200 −36 ± 0.15 −1.1 −27

COS-DS 20 115 63 ± 5 −3.5 ± 0.01 −1.0 −2.7
25 98 53 ± 6 −3.7 ± 0.01 −1.1 −2.9
35 73 40 ± 5 −4.2 ± 0.02 −1.2 −3.3

Fig. 7. Influence of polycation concentration on colloidal properties of BVZ/ DS
/ COS nanoparticles.

Fig. 8. Influence of solids content on colloidal properties of BVZ/DS/COS na-
noparticles: size, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta Potential (ZP) and association
efficiency (AE%). Different letters demonstrate significant statistical differences
(*p < 0.05).

Fig. 9. (A) CD and (B) Fluorescence Spectroscopic Analysis of pure BVZ and
BVZ in binary and ternary nanoparticles in PBS 5.1 mM pH 6.2.
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fact, both the protein unfolding and breakdown of nanostructured self-
assembled units can be considered complex processes, which are de-
pendent on supramolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, ionic
interactions, hydrophobic bonds, and solvation effects. Thus, the pre-
sence of any other agent within the system may significantly stabilize or
destabilize the delicate association.

Similar to other monoclonal antibodies, BVZ has a highly complex
structure, which can be seen in its thermal profile (Fig. 10). The ex-
istence of multiple domains within the protein structure is responsible
for the non-Gaussian behavior of BVZ thermal unfolding. The molecular
“Y” structure of BVZ is enabled by the three-dimensional organization
of two identical heavy and light chains. The three-dimensional structure
is delimited into two distinct regions highly associated with the biolo-
gical function of the protein: Fab (fragment antigen binding) and Fc
(fragment crystallizable). Thus, the structural integrity assessments
should be evaluated after nanoparticle formation.

Basically, two thermal events were observed from the DSC analysis.
The first thermal transition is centered at Tm=73.5 °C and can be at-
tributed to the unfolding of the Fab fragment. The second transition is
centered at Tm=85.3 °C and was attributed to the Fc fragment
(Table 3). These results are in agreement with thermal studies of im-
munoglobulins [42]. According to those studies, two domains suffered
thermodenaturation under different conditions and by different me-
chanisms, which resulted in the appearance of two distinct endothermic
peaks. Recent studies, focused on the immunoglobulin IgG1, demon-
strating how each of these domains contribute to the stabilization of the
three-dimensional structure. BVZ was used as immunoglobulin model
and the thermal transitions were assigned based on calorimetric studies
of antibody fragments, obtained by enzymatic digestion. Thus, the au-
thors validated the two endothermic peaks at temperatures around 70

and 80 °C as transitions of Fab and Fc, respectively [43]. Therefore, the
thermal characterization of BVZ performed in our studies is in full
agreement with the already reported results.

Since the BVZ thermal denaturation events were characterized, we
used them as probes to monitor the changes in the antibody after their
association with nanoparticles. BVZ embedded in BVZ/DS nano-
particles exhibited no thermal event, highlighting the strong interaction
between protein and polyanion. All things considered, two hypotheses
can be formulated: first, DS completely denatured BVZ and conse-
quently no event indicating this process could be detected, or, second,
the event increased to a very high temperature, superior to the detec-
tion range of the equipment (> 100 °C). In the latter, DS would have
acted as a thermostabilizing agent. As previously shown in our CD and
fluorescence results, BVZ maintained its three-dimensional structure,
which supports the second hypothesis. Several studies have pointed out
the stabilizing nature of polyanions on protein structures [44–46].
Recently, chitosan-DS nanoparticles were produced to encapsulate
VEGF. VEGF-DS nanocomplexes showed no thermal denaturation
events in the studied temperature, evidencing the stabilizing effect of
the DS polyanion [47]. In another study, Chung and collaborators de-
scribed how DS could prevent heat-induced protein aggregation. The
combination of DS and bovine serum albumin (BSA) in nanocomplexes
produced significant changes in the protein thermal stability. Calori-
metric data obtained by ITC evidenced strong electrostatic attraction
between DS and BSA, yielding a partially denatured state, which pre-
vents the aggregation.

The thermogram of BVZ embedded in the ternary nanoparticles
(BVZ/DS/COS) returned to the same profile demonstrated by pure BVZ
and showed two main events at Tm= 71.9 °C and Tm=84.1 °C. In
addition, during the first event, concerning the Fab segment, an un-
folding event occurred at a temperature below 70 °C. Enthalpy also
showed a significant drop off, suggesting increased flexibility in the Fab
subunit.

3.7. BVZ remains functional after being incorporated by nanoparticles

BVZ secondary and tertiary structures are preserved after the pro-
tein is incorporated into nanoparticles, as evidenced by spectroscopic
and calorimetric experiments. However, the present study aimed to also
investigate how this event reflects in its biological function. We eval-
uated this matter with the assistance of the CAM assay, which is com-
monly used to evaluate the pro and anti-angiogenic activities of drugs
[48]. Results demonstrated that all groups had a reduced number of
blood vessels when compared with the control (Fig. 11). Pure BVZ
blocked the formation of new blood vessels, as expected, but after in-
corporation into binary and ternary nanoparticle, a more accentuated
reduction was observed. Additionally, its incorporation into ternary
nanoparticles seemed to positively affect the biological function of BVZ
in the angiogenesis processes since a constant reduction of the number

Table 3
Structural and calorimetric parameters of BVZ in binary BVZ/DS and ternary BVZ/DS/COS nanoparticles.

Technique Property Formulations

BVZ BVZ/DS BVZ/DS/COS

CD α-helix (%) 5 5 6
β-sheet (%) 47 47 46
β -turn (%) 16 17 16
Random 35 35 35

Fluorescence λmax (nm) 333 335 333
〈λ〉 (nm) 345 347 345

1° Event Tm (°C) 73.5 ± 1 – 71.9

Nano DSC 2° Event ΔH (kJmol−1) 2245 ± 22.2 – 1636 ± 75.3
Tm (°C) 85.3 ± 1 – 84.1 ± 1
ΔH (kJmol−1) 110.0 ± 26.8 – 86.82 ± 23.4

Fig. 10. Thermograms of pure BVZ, BVZ/DS and BVZ/DS/COS nanoparticles.
[BVZ]= 0.250mgmL−1, PBS 5.1 mM pH 6.2.
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of blood vessels was observed over time. In the images corresponding to
Day 4, there were no vessels inside the Teflon® ring for this group,
showing consistent results between the quantitative and qualitative
analyses. This indicates that BVZ/DS/COS nanoparticles hinder not
only the formation of new blood vessels but also destroy the existing
vessels. Furthermore, even the DS polymer showed an anti-angiogenic
effect, which can be related to other VEGF-related mechanisms of an-
giogenesis [49].

3.8. Binary and ternary nanoparticles show opposite behavior when
interacting with mucin

Mucins constitute the basic unit responsible for mucus structure and
function and, therefore, were used in DLS and ZP experiments to
evaluate its interaction with previously developed binary and ternary

nanoparticles [50]. The mucin particle method exhibits the colloidal
behavior of mucin-mucin aggregates in relation to the addition of
polymers and/or drug delivery systems [51,52]. We observed that the
interaction profile of binary and ternary nanoparticles exhibited op-
posite behavior (Fig. 12). The size of mucin aggregates and the ZP
values decreased as the concentration of BVZ/DS nanoparticles in-
creased. BVZ/DS/COS nanoparticles formed insoluble aggregates
(naked eye viewing) because of charge neutralization. Recently, some
studies have reported the mucus penetrating function of polyanions and
negatively charged nanoparticles [53,54]. Furthermore, some studies
have reported that the DS polyanion can change mucus thickness and
the dynamic of mucins [29,55]. However, they were unable to affirm
whether this effect is specific or nonspecific. On the other hand, the
chitosan ability to act as a mucoadhesive agent is well known and
corroborated with the present results.

Fig. 11. Typical images acquired during four days of successive treatment. Experimental groups: Control (PBS), BVZ, DS, DS/COS, BVZ/DS and BVZ/DS/COS treated
with 100 µL formulation on a daily basis.

Fig. 12. Mean diameter (nm) and Zeta Potential (mV) of mucin type II (MUC) alone and in mixtures with nanoparticles BVZ/DS and BVZ/DS/COS in various
proportions.
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To better understand the differences between the interaction pro-
files of mucin and the produced nanoparticles, AFM studies were per-
formed. This technique has been widely used not only to characterize
nanoparticulate systems, but also to further understand, in nanoscale,
their complex interaction processes with biological systems [56]. 2D
and 3D images of nanoparticles, pure mucin, and the combination of
both can be seen in Fig. 13. BVZ/DS binary nanoparticles are smaller
than the ternary BVZ/DS/COS. Furthermore, ternary nanoparticles are

prone to aggregation. The non-directional nature of electrostatic in-
teractions may be responsible for the formation of such clusters since it
may be acting as a bridge between two particles. The mucin appears to
be densely packed and exhibits a very irregular topography. Punctual
differences could be seen in the interactions between nanoparticles and
mucin, such as BVZ/DS+MUC showed a dispersed network, while
BVZ/DS/COS+MUC exhibited several aggregation points.

Fig. 13. AFM topographic images acquired for binary and ternary nanoparticles interacting with mucin.
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4. Conclusions

We successfully designed two types of polymer-based nanoparticles
combining mucous penetrating and mucoadhesive materials. Using a
combination of scattering, spectroscopic and calorimetric techniques,
we were able to rationalize the development process of the delivery
systems by manipulating supramolecular interactions between three
classes of building blocks: protein, polycation and polyanion. The
concentration of polyanion and polycation and the total solids content
affected the properties of the nanoparticles. Binary nanoparticles,
composed of the DS polyanion and the BVZ protein, exhibited a size of
approximately 150 nm and negative ZP. Furthermore, when interacting
with mucin, they possibly disrupted mucin-mucin interactions due to
their mucus penetrating effect. The ternary nanoparticles with residual
positive charge were developed through a detailed thermodynamic
characterization, aiming to understand the process of supramolecular
interactions among the building blocks. This assessment enabled us to
select COS over TMC, when producing protein-polyanion-polycation
nanoparticles. These particles exhibited a size of approximately
350 nm, positive charge, and aggregates in the presence of mucin,
which was possibly due to their mucoadhesive activity. Additionally,
BVZ had its structure and function preserved as evidenced by CD,
fluorescence spectroscopy, and CAM assay. All things considered, these
findings suggest that supramolecular interactions can be manipulated
to produce bevacizumab drug-delivery prototypes, which might exhibit
opposite behaviors in mucosal environment. We anticipate here that the
same rationale could be applied for similar mAbs, aiming to develop
platform technologies for potential mucosal delivery. Finally, in-
vestigations should be conducted to adjust properties and modulate
mucus/nanocarrier interactions, improving mucoadhesion or penetra-
tion and system performance when administered.
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